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OFFICE MEMORANDUM £ STANFORD UNIVERSITY a OFFICE MEMORANDUM
STANFORD ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LABORATORY

28 January 1977

To: Sydney Burkhart, Assistant Dean, H & S

From: Lester D. Earnest, Associate Director, SAIL

Subject: Disposal of Librascope Disk File

References:

[1] Philip Surra (Resident Representative, ONR), letter to Jon Erickson (Stanford Sponsored
Projects), 24 April 1975.

This is a followup on our earlier conversation regarding plans for disposal of some obsolescent
computer storage equipment, namely our Librascope Disk File. We handle most such disposalsthrough Jim CtaspilPs office, but special circumstances appear to call for different procedures inthis case. In particular,, we propose to give part of it to Utah State University, auction some parts
to people at Stanford as mementos, and sell the rest as scrap metal. The purpose of this note is to
record the circumstances and solicit concurrence with our plan by all interested parties.
The Librascope disk was purchased in 1967 for $300,000 using funds from our AR PA contract
About a year after it was accepted, this device had a massive malfunction that permanentlydestroyed half its memory capacity. This and certain other technical inadequacies in the
equipment induced us to sue the manufacturer on behalf of the Government. The case wassettled out of court for $50,000, over half of which went to our lawyers, naturally. Subsequently,the government vested title in Stanford [I]. Late last year, after nine years of use, we concluded
that the cost of maintaining this device had become excessive relative to its utility, so wedisconnected it from our computer.

I believe that this device has no significant market value as computer equipment. Only two such
systems were manufactured and the manufacturer subsequently abandoned them. The other one,
at Lawrence Livermore Labs, was retired in 1975 and given to Utah State University.

Our unit has two main parts: an electronics bay, called the Controller, and a disk bay. In
considering how to dispose of it, we spoke to the people at Utah State and learned that theywould like to have the Controller, since theirs was partially destroyed in a fire. This part of thedevice has negligible value even as scrap, so 1 propose that we give it to them. (They would, havethe honor of paying for its removal.) The particular person who wants it is

i Prof. William Fletcher
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84321
Telephone 801 752-4100, Ext. 7806
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The other half of this device contains 6 magnetic disks that are four feet in diameter. I believe'"
they are the largest magnetic recording devices ever made, which gives them some intrinsic value
as mementos. 1 propose that we keep one for use as an oversize coffee table in the future
Computer Science lounge in Jacks Hall, that we give one to Ted Panofsky in recognition of his
ten years of service to our laboratory (much of it spent maintaining the Librascope) and auction
the.rest to the highest bidders in the Stanford community. Though I have not announced these
plans I have received at least a dozen inquiries from people here who would like to buy a disk, so
the bidding should be spirited. 1 will be happy to conduct the auction, unless somone else wants
to.
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The rest of the disk unit, consisting of a massive support structure and bearings, is to be sold as
scrap through Procurement services. If this all sounds reasonable to you, we will get on with it

cc: John McCarthy, Hersche Allen, Ed Feigenbaum
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Sounds reasonable to me.

Edward A. Feigenbaum
Chairman, Computer Science Department


